Can I hold more than one certificate at a time?

Follow the chart below for an explanation of Ohio EPA operator certification hierarchy.

- Class A Water Supply can also hold: Class 1 Water Distribution or Class 2 Water Distribution
- Class 1 Water Supply can also hold: Class 2 Water Distribution
- Class 1 Water Distribution can also hold: Class A Water Supply
- Class 2 Water Distribution can also hold: Class A Water Supply
- Once you earn a Class 2 Water Supply, you will not be able to hold additional water certifications, as this certificate supersedes all other Class A, Class 1, and Class 2 level water certificates.

Certificates that cannot be held at the same time:
- Class A Water Supply and any higher level Water Supply certificate (1, 2, 3, or 4)
- Class 1 Water Supply and a Class 1 Water Distribution

*Any combination of Water and Wastewater certificates can be held.*
Can I hold more than one certificate at a time?

Follow the chart below for an explanation of Ohio EPA operator certification hierarchy.

- Class A Wastewater Treatment can also hold: Class 1 Wastewater Collection or Class 2 Wastewater Collection
- Class 1 Wastewater Treatment can also hold: Class 2 Wastewater Collection
- Class 1 Wastewater Collection can also hold: Class A Wastewater Treatment
- Class 2 Wastewater Collection can also hold: Class A Wastewater Treatment
  - Class 1 Wastewater Treatment
  - Class 2 Wastewater Collection

- Once you earn a Class 2 Wastewater Treatment, you will not be able to hold additional wastewater certifications, as this certificate supersedes all other Class A, Class 1, and Class 2 level wastewater certificates.

Certificates that cannot be held at the same time:
- Class A Wastewater Treatment and any higher level Wastewater Treatment certificate (1, 2, 3, or 4)
- Class 1 Wastewater Treatment and a Class 1 Wastewater Collection

*Any combination of Water and Wastewater certificates can be held.*